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INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC DATA

The rock exposures on the claim block are Huronian sediments 

intruded by gabbro. None of these rocks, including the gabbro, is a 

definable magnetic unit.

In the "-- ' rzl a rea of the claim block, magnetite-bearing 

skarns are d eva1 .ed adjacent to the gabbro; this is especially so when 

large masses cf gabbro are in contact with limestone. Also in the 

general area, ui-^ase dikes are known to be magnetic and produce 

linear magnetic anomalies.

In the southwest corner of claim 86225 is exposed gabbro 

which is part of a major east-west trending mass of this rock that 

is extensively exposed to the east, south and west of the exposures on 

this claim. In the covered area north of these exposures in claim 

86225, the absence cf a significant magnetic anomaly suggests the lack of 

any skarn deposit and probably also any limestone in contact with the 

gaobro.

In the claims 36195 and 86196 are strong linear magnetic 

anomalies trending north-northwest to nearly east-west. No rock is 

exposed on these anomalies; they occur in depressed areas between 

or in lower ground adjacent to Upper Huronian quartzite. These 

linear anomalies are considered to be due to diabase.

The Flack Lake fault is known from the geology to pass in an 

east-west direction through the claim group. Its approximate position 

is shown on the attached maps. Magnetically its position is indicated 

by the cut-off of the above diabase dike anomalies plus some minor 

discontinuous magnetic anomalies.

There are numerous small magnetic anomalies in the claim 

group, a good number of which invariably lall in covered areas. The 

following comments are given on a number of these anomalies. The 

locationsof these anomalies are marked in red on the attached maps.

Anomaly A - No roc's is exposed on this anomaly; 

Espanola greywacke and limestone outcrops occur on its south flank, 

and no rock is exposed on its north flank. It falls in the projected 

position of the Flack Lake fault and its cause is suspected to be a diabase 

dike injected into this fault zone.
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INTRODUCTION

Property

The claim group covered byithis report consists of nine 
claims numbered 86194, 86195, 86196, 86197, 86212, 86213, 86214, 
86215 and 86225. The registered holder of the claims is Tho Hanna 
Mining Company, 69 Yonge Street, Toronto l, Ontario.

Location and Access

The claim group is centrally located in the east part of 
Twp. 169. It lies adjacent to and in part straddles highway 546. 
It is thirty miles by road from Iron Bridge.

Previous Exploration

Ficton Uranium Mine E in 1955 drilled three holes for a total 
of 839 feet on the ground now covered by the present claim group.

The claims were geologically mapped in 1967 and the results of 
this survey were detailed in an assessment report, - see reference (1) .

F re sent .Survey

Linecutting for the present survey was started in March 1968 

and continued at various intervals until September l, 1968. 8.8 miles 
of picket lines were cut. Extreme topographic relief, shear cliffs 
and Bteep talus elopes presented the main problems in establishing the 

picket line grid.

The magnetometer survey was initiated in August 1968 and 
was completed September 15, 1968. The instrument used was a 
McPhar fluxgate magnetometer model 700 which has a sensitivity of 
10 gamma per scale division. The reelings for the most part were 
taken at 50-ft. intervals or less along the picket lines. The instrument 
wae operated by the writer and K. Buller of 59 Kowanwood Avenue, 
Toronto. A tJtal of 1139 readings were taken in the claim group. The 
key base station was at Ryan' s Corner with a base gamma value of 
380 gamma.
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INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC DATA

The rock exposures on the claim block are Huronian sediments 

intruded by gabbro. None of these rocks, including the gabbro, is a 
definable magnetic unit.

In the general area of the claim block, magnetite-bearing 

skarns are developed adjacent to the gabbro; this is especially so when 

large masses of gabbro are in contact with limestone. Also in the 
general area, diabase dikes are known to be magnetic and produce 
linear magnetic anomalies.

In the southwest corner of claim 86?25 is exposed gabbro 
which is part of a major east-west trending mass of this rock that 
is extensively exposed to the east, south and west of the exposures on 

thie claim. In the covered area north of these exposures in claim 

862?5, the absence of a significant magnetic anomaly suggests the lack of 

any skarn deposit and probably also any limestone in contact with the 

gabbro.

In the claims 36195 and 86196 are strong linear magnetic 

anomalies trending north-northwest to nearly east-west. No rock le 

exposed on these anomalies; they occi r in depressed areas between 
or in lower ground adjacent to Upper Huronian quartzite. These 
linear anomalies are considered to be due to diabase.

The Flack Lake fault is known from the geology to pass in an 
east-west direction through the claim group. Its approximate position 

is shown on the attacned maps. Magnetically its position is indicated 
by the cut-off of the above diabase dike anomalies plus some minor 

discontinuous magnetic anomalies.

There are numerous small magnetic anomalies in the claim 

group, a good number of which invariably fall in covered areas. The 
following comments are given on a number of these anomalies. The 

locationsof these anomalies are marked in red on the attached maps.

Anomaly A - No rock is exposed on this anomaly; 
Espanola greywacke and limestone outcrops occur on its south flank, 

and no rock is exposed on Lte north flank. It falls in the projected 
position of the Flack Lake fault and its cause is suspected to be a diabase 

dike injected into this fault zone.
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Anomaly B - No rock is exposed on this anomaly; it lies 

immediately north of an outcrop of mylo&itic semi-schistose rock that 
is considered to represent part of the Flack Lake fault zone. Its cause 
is considered to be the same as Anomaly A.

Anomalies CI, C2, C3 and C4 - These small anomalies 
fall along the general position of the Flack Lake fault zone. CI occurs 
over a rnyloesetic rock outcrop associated with this fault zone. All 
these anomalies are probably due to minor accumulations of magnetite 
in this rock type.

Anomalies DI, D2 and D3 - These anomalies all occur in 
areas underlain by limestone; however, rock is not exposed at their 
locations. Gabbro dikes occur in he general vicinity of these anomalies 
and their cause is probably due to magnetite in small skarn-typs 
occurrences on gabbro-lirr.estone contact*.

Anomalies El and E3 - Both these anomalies occur in 
small covered areas and Mississagi quartzite outcrops are frequent 
adjacent to them. They can be traced along the strike direction 
indicated by the contouring but terminate when outcrop is encountered. 
Trenching will be i-equired to explain their cause.

Anomalies FI and F2 - These weak anomalies fall on the 
south flank of a ion-magnetic gabbro "dike". FI falls in an area 
believed underlain by quartzite, and F2 by limestone. There is evidence 
in one outcrop that T ?- i s due to minor magnetite in skarn-type minerali 
zation between gabbro and limestone.

Anomalies CI and G2 - These small anomalies both occur 
in covered area*.? and like anomalies El and E2 fall in an area of 
MissisBugi quartzite outcrops. There is no apparent explanation of 
their cause. ~

C. E. Parsons.

GEP:EP

February 16, 1969 
Toronto, Ont.
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